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Editor’s Note
Just when we thought everything was getting back to normal after the summer of fires and we could look forward to
the great outdoors again in the cool of Autumn and Winter another crisis strikes – COVID-19
Immediately after our AGM in March our Committee, led by Nick had to make many tricky decisions as we reacted to
the developing Coronavirus pandemic and the evolving government guidelines, restrictions and social distancing rules
– no more regular meetings, no travelling together in cars, and then no activities at all until further notice. The last few
walks undertaken before the shutdown included Angela’s annual extended trip to Tasmania, the Blue Mountains
Music Festival, and local walks to Green Point, One Mile and Catherine Hill Bay. Arthur was also able to organise
Christmas at Coolah Tops in early March. Three overseas walking adventures to the England and Scotland which
were planned for June this year have had to be cancelled or deferred.
We adapted to the circumstances to some extent by conducting our scheduled Committee Meeting to elect committee
members via the email, and David introduced us to Zoom to maintain contact with virtual campfires, morning teas and
happy hours. Members have been keeping in touch by phone more often and Facebook quizzes have been popular.
With the prospect of no walks or activities to report on over the next three months the contents of this the ‘Corona
Issue’ of the Club newsletter was looking bleak. The response from everyone to my call for ideas and alternative items
has ensured we have some great articles to inspire and excite us as things settle down. Mid May saw a relaxation of
group restrictions and our activity program recommenced with enthusiasm, although numbers have been restricted.
Graeme’s poem takes us to a ridge on the Main Range with the wind and mist swirling before an impending storm.
Philippa and John have been out enjoying their retirements and share with us some wonderful out of the way trips.
Peter relives his walk on the Kokoda Trail in his more youthful days. Roz Kerr reports on the loss through bushfire of
another historic hut, Kyles Hut at Diamond Head. Thanks to everyone for your continued contributions.
It is sad to report that Stan Madden, an earlier member of our Club passed away on 19 June 2020 at the age of 93.
It’s nice to be back walking, so best wishes, keep safe and enjoy the read.
Bob

Covid-19 Lockdowns Eased – 15 May 2020

Alan organised the Club’s first walk after group gathering restrictions were eased - Caves Beach to Catherine Hill
Bay. There is always a rainbow at the end.
Photo Lynne
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Presidents AGM Report – 16 March 2020
2019 again saw our members continue to demonstrate the adventurous and friendly
spirit our club has such a strong and proud history of. On behalf of all members thank
you to those who have added and led an activity for our club program over the past
year. As has been said before, this is the most valuable thing any member can do to
benefit the Newcastle Ramblers - you are doing yourself and your club a great
service!!!
During the year there were some instances where our club’s safety and emergency
response guidelines were tested in real situations. Such situations on our club
activities are pleasingly rare and thankfully there were no serious injuries of a
permanent nature arising.
Importantly, following these incidents the club committee and officers reviewed the
club guidelines in light of each incident. I am happy to report the guidelines were found
to work very well and there is no doubt they significantly increase the safety of club
activities. This is in no small part thanks to the extensive work put in by past committee
members and club officers who first established the safety guidelines some years ago,
and which have been updated and reviewed by subsequent committees over time.
President Nick and Activity
Officer Alan walking in
Tasmania last year

A reminder that the club’s safety guidelines are contained in the document
‘Bushwalking with the Ramblers’. An updated version of this was recently emailed to
all members. It is also available via the members section of the club website or
otherwise on request. A further safety initiative - the subsidised first aid course that the club organises for members has proven highly beneficial in helping prepare our members deal with medical or safety issues which may arise on
any activity not to mention during day to day life.
Thank you to our committee members and office holders who have all contributed to the management and
administration of the club in a significant way again this year. I would like to especially recognise our former Activities
Officer, the late Lindsay Wall. For some years until recently, Lindsay was engaged in many aspects of the running of
the club including a) coordinating the club’s Activity Programs; b) running the Ramblers map reading / navigation
course; and c) reintroduction of the club organised first aid course. The quality of the Newcastle Ramblers activity
program during Lindsay’s stewardship has been testament to his significant efforts.
On a sad note, we lost four of our valued members - Ali Jalayer, Bob Cox, Maureen Grealy and Lindsay Wall during
the year. I know many members have very fond memories of participating in activities with Ali, Bob, Maureen and
Lindsay and they are very much missed.
I look forward to what I am sure will be another adventure packed year for The Newcastle Ramblers Bushwalking
Club.
Nicholas - Club President

Activity Officers AGM Report – 16 March 2020
It was another great year for the Ramblers, with a full program of activities. A summary of the main activities is as
follows:
• There were day walks almost every weekend. Several day walks that have not been on the program in recent years
were added, including the Horse Run (in conjunction with the NPWS) and the Broke trig walk.
• Multi day backpacks in Tasmania, Kosciusko/Namagi NP, Wollemi NP, Goulburn River NP, and the Macleay River.
• Car camps in Cooyal, Blue Mountains, Myall Lakes, the Grampians, Gloucester Tops, and Glenbrook.
• Twilight walks every week throughout the Summer. These were particularly well attended.
• Numerous Paddles in the summer months, including a week-long circumnavigation of Lake Macquarie.
• Rambler’s Teams participated in the BWRS Navigation Shield and the annual Lake Macquarie Rogaine.
• Several Bike rides both locally and a “Victorian Rail Trails” trip.
In addition there were a number of Rambler activities including two groups holidaying on Lord Howe Island,
attendance at the Blue Mountains Music Festival (interspersed with day walks), a pack-raft trip down the Colo River,
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Blackberry picking in Nundle and a boat cruise to Morpeth. The Annual Xmas Party, hosted by Ingrid and Malcolm,
was once again enjoyed by all and very well attended.
The Bush Fire crisis this summer along with the closure of most National Parks did impact the program and several
scheduled events had to be cancelled. However, we were able in most cases to come up with alternate walks and
maintain an effective program.
The Club recommenced the Great North Walk, starting in inner Sydney In April 2019 reaching Berowra by October,
when we took a break over the summer months. The walk recommences in April 2020.
The Club again sponsored several Bushwalker’s First Aid Training Courses and we now have a large contingent of
our regular bushwalkers and most of the Leaders are First-Aid qualified.
Unfortunately, the scheduled Map Reading and Navigation Training Course did not go ahead due to Lindsay’s illness,
but is scheduled for March 2020.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the Activity Leaders for their efforts. Without their efforts and
Leadership, we would not have a such a great club.
Alan– Activity Officer
Elected Positions for 2020/2021

President

Nick

Vice-President

Barry

Secretary

David

Treasurer

Kay

Committee

Jenni, Jackie, Dawn

Appointed Positions for 2020/2021

New Member and Visitor
Liaison Officers

Angela, Barry, Jenni, Jackie
Mann

Membership Secretary

Angela

Activity Officer

Alan

Meeting Planning Officer

Meeting programming to be
covered by Activity Officer role.

Safety and Risk

David

Newsletter Editor

Bob

Email Manager

David

Gear / PLB Officers

Col & Jenni

Librarian

Angela and Dale

Photo Competition

David

Web-site Manager

Angela & John (as assistant)

Assistant Treasurer

Jenni Hazel

Clubs Public Officer

Peter

Dropbox Manager

Angela & David

Laptop / Electronic equipment
manager

Nick

Vice President Barry leading his walk to Jew Boys
Cave after lockdown
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Central Plateau and Walls of Jerusalem via Higgs and Ritters Tracks - 1 to 7th March 2020
Walkers: Angela (leader), Alan, Bob , John, and Nick

Angela captures the scene from Mt Jerusalem over the Walls of Jerusalem – another winner coming up?

For this trip we were approaching the WOJ from the north east using an old travelling stock route, across the Central
Plateau. The weather report looked pretty good. The usual Tassie crew of Angela (leader), Alan, Nick and John were
joined by newbie Bob. Terry from Cradle Coaches provided transport.
We carted heavy backpacks up 505m on the Higgs Track through Antarctic Beech forest to the top edge of the Central
Plateau. A cairned foot pad led us to the picturesque beautifully restored Lady Lake Hut. From here we continued on
the cairned easy-to-follow Higgs Track past Lake Weston and Lake Nameless to Ironstone Hut, another hut restored
by the Historical Huts Association. Not many flat tent sites here, so Bob and Angela slept in the hut, wilderness
camping luxury with a fire!! It rained during the night but cleared by morning, without the expected dusting of snow!
Next day, it was off track navigating through the Central Plateau following a general route occasionally marked by
large old moss-covered cairns or newer cairns. We climbed over the side of Forty Lakes Peak behind the hut and
caught our first glimpse of the gently undulating plateau wilderness dotted with myriad lakes. At first it was tricky to
navigate by topography (so many lakes) and slow going over low scrub and scree boulder fields until we found the
cairns, both old and new to the east of Evans Lake. We left the cairned route to go to the north end of Lake Gwendy
where we found a flat dry campsite not far from the lake edge. We could see a weather station just to the SE.
Next morning, we navigated cross country through beautiful wilderness, lakes with pencil pines, rocky outcrops and
low rock clad hills going past Lake Lexie to the escarpment ridge overlooking the Fisher Valley. We dropped packs to
climb Turrana Bluff Peak. What a view in glorious sunshine to see all the peaks of the Overland area and more. Then
it was back along the ridgeline hoping to get to potential campsites on Long Tarns. We didn’t make it but found a
lovely campsite (dry weather only) nestled beside pencil pines and small tarns in the side of the saddle where Long
Tarn drains into the Fisher Valley, about 1 km short.

(Left) Along the Higgs Track and into the World Heritage Area after a steep climb on the first day. (Middle) Lady Hut is in
great condition and fabulously fitted out. We stopped for an inspection along the way. (Right) Ironstone Hut near Lake
Nameless provided us with warm shelter during a cold and rainy first night out.
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Next day we picked up the footpad from the Fisher Valley following along the western side of Long Tarn. We passed
a few good potential campsites on a generally good footpad almost to the end of Long Tarn but lost it through heavy
scrub at the end and near Lake Butters. The footpad had led us to a tiny isthmus on Long Tarn where there was a
metre or so very deep cold water filled and scrub lined gap to step across. Not really suitable for short legged leaders
with heavy packs but Nick saved the day and the leader from certain inundation here! We came across the original
cairned Ritter’s route at the southern end of Long Tarns but elected not to follow it to the WOJ, which proved a mistake.
After a tiring bush bash through thick scrub to Lake Butters without finding a suitable campsite and after lunch we
elected to follow a pineapple grass highway up to the ridge and attempt to navigate to Zion Gate and the WOJ. It was
slow going, through shortish sections of thick scrub, rocky outcrops, tarns to circumnavigate and finding and losing a
cairned route. We came across a wooden memorial cross to Gill Nutting a stockman that died in the area and after
whom Lake Nutting is named. It became evident that we probably wouldn’t make it to Zion Gate and the Gate of Chain
campsite that day and uncertain about the likelihood of finding a campsite further on, we changed plans and stopped
a bit earlier than expected (3km short) at a suitable site, where we could all squeeze in.
Early next morning it started to rain before pack up, so it was a wet decamp and wet weather gear to push on through
wet sometimes difficult scrub, until we reach the footpad along Powena Ck at the base of Mt Jerusalem. We followed
this through Zion Gate, keeping to the left of the Marsh, briefly resting under pencil pines in the rain near Bob Clifton’s
Gate of Chain campsite. It was so wet that we decided to camp at Dixons Kingdom, so we could shelter in the historic
hut if needed.
There were quite a few tents already in the area, so we stopped further north of the hut to camp. It rained heavily
through the afternoon and night. The ground became a river in places with leaks and water creeping through some
tent bathtubs. It was too wet for possums, so this time they left us alone.
Next day, the sun came out, some of us dried our gear and cloths, while Alan took Nick to climb Solomon’s Throne,
along the Western Wall to King David Peaks. In the afternoon four of us climbed up Mt Jerusalem in sunshine to
glorious views of the Walls and the Central Plateau with thousands of small lakes. It was still so magnificent on this
my third time here.

(Left) Angela and Bob making tracks between Turrana Bluff and Long Tarns. (Middle) Angela, Alan, and John survey the
way around Lake Lexie. (Right) Nick near Lake Lexie. It was a cracking Day 3.

An early start and we were climbing up to Gap, through the central majestic Walls to Harrods Gate and out to the
WOJ carpark via the main route. It was a long weekend in Tassie, so we passed heaps of people, young and old
coming in for a long weekend camp, including large groups planning much longer expeditions to Lake St Clair. This
national park is so much more visited than when I first came in 2007. It is a magical place; my favourite area of the
Central Plateau was around Lake Lexie. For a relatively flat looking topography, there is a surprising amount of up
and down within the 10m contours. We were very lucky to fit this trip in just before COVID took off but we had our
first COVID experience on the way out with messages to contact Tasmania Health Dept as the 2nd Tassie COVID
case had been on our plane from Melbourne. Not being a close encounter, we were allowed to go home!
Report by Angela and photos by Nick
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(left) Nick at the top of Mount Jerusalem. The views from here were sensational. (right) We camped near Dixons Kingdom
Hut where Bob spotted a quoll.

(left) Alan Thomas in the foreground crosses from Solomons Throne to King Davids Peak. (right) Walking out of the Walls
Jerusalem on our final day.

Boat Harbour to One Mile – 22 March 2020
Walkers: Kate (leader) and nine Ramblers

Maybe the last group walk before the shutdown. Boat Harbour to One Mile with a couple of side-tracks added. A good time
was had by all with precautions taken with personal distancing. Finished off with a picnic lunch and a swim. Thank you to
the people who joined me
Note and photos by Kate
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MAIN RANGE

The wind blows, it blows well,
A message it brings, a message to tell.
Waves on the grass. The waves move on.
Mist swirls up and clouds race along.

The mist twirls and licks the mountain top.
It’s drawn to the dark one from which rain will drop.
And under its veil the plants bend back.
Nature’s fury? They withstand its full attack.

Mares’ tails spiral, the message it brings,
A storm is brewing the warning bell sings.
The wind blows the clouds, the mist and the bush,
But they will outlast its wild push.

The plants will stay for here they belong,
The mountain is secure because it is strong.
But the wind moves us, its message is “away”,
You came to see but you cannot stay.

Graeme

An evening storm on the Main Range – Ramblers Hannels Spur Walk in 2001

(photo by Bob)
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In the Footsteps of the Samurai - A Journey on the Nakasendō - November 2019
Two years after our Kumano Kodō pilgrimage, Gail & Neil, Thaïs and I
were joined by Dawn, John and four non-Ramblers for another
wonderful hike on Honshū with Walk Japan. Our guide was the highly
regarded Japanophile John McBride whose knowledge and
enthusiasm were infectious and inspiring.

Setting off on a mild sunny autumn morning

The 533km Nakasendō is a centuries-old highway through the heart of
feudal Japan. It translates as “Middle Mountain Path” and was one of
the two main routes for lords, samurai, merchants, pilgrims and other
travellers between Kyōto and Edo (modern day Tōkyō). Travel during
the Edo period (1600 to 1868) was strictly controlled, with barrier
stations at intervals where passports were checked. Post-towns
proliferated along the route, providing travellers with places to rest, eat
and find nightly accommodation during their arduous journey – which is
exactly what we did!

We spent ten days on the trail, with walking distances varying between 8 and 24 km and a maximum climb of just
over 700 metres, supplemented by rail, public bus, private bus or taxi travel on several days. We all particularly
enjoyed travelling on the Shinkansen (more commonly known as the Bullet Train). We carried day packs and had
access to our other luggage most nights.
Highlights for me were the small traditional family-run inns which had been operating for many generations at which
we were often the only guests. At our first overnight stop on the Nakasendō we were amazed to learn that there had
been that there had been an inn on this site for 1100 years, and our host was the 30 th generation of innkeepers to
welcome travellers. There was the lovely ritual of arriving at the accommodation, shedding boots at the door, changing
into the provided yukatas (casual cotton kimonos) and heading for the communal bath (men and women separately)
– although at the tiniest of the inns with tiny baths we had to establish and honour a bath roster – followed by dinner
together (still in our yukatas) with elegantly presented local food. We were often staying in rooms with precious tatami
mat floors and sleeping on futons. So it was that most enjoyable rhythm of walk, bathe, eat, sleep, repeat.

Neil at the entrance to one of the inns in the mountains on a misty morning. Six little maids in their lovely yukatas. Not
always identifiable, but always beautifully presented food

We inspected beautiful historic castles, numerous temples and shrines, an ancient battleground, and several superbly
preserved post towns. The walking varied from roadway to narrow forest trails, with some sections on ancient
(slippery) Edo-period cobblestone paths. There were great views of the surrounding mountains, which acquired their
first snow dusting of the season during our walk. Sometimes we were walking in the ancient forest with no signs of
modern life and it was easy to imagine yourself walking in the footsteps of the samurai.
Of course, our main reason for the timing of our walk was the deciduous foliage which was late to appear after an
unseasonably warm autumn but delighted us and occupied our lenses in the latter half of our journey.
We all felt very fortunate to have been able to undertake this wonderful hike on a route so steeped in history, in the
company of such a skilled guide, and in each other’s company. Looking back, and through the lens of the current
travel restrictions, we realise just how lucky we are to have had such an amazing experience.
Report and photos by Philippa Hodgins
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Edo paving, hundreds of years old. Dawn and John on a forest path. John and Philippa in their own autumn colours!

A room in the most elegant of the traditional inns we stayed in. Typical dining room in a traditional inn. Hikone Castle

Mount Ontake with its first snow of the season
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25th Blue Mountains Music Festival 2020 – 12 to 15 March 2020
Walkers: Bob (leader), Bob and Fran, Angela and Peter, Peter and Grace, Karen and Phil, Aileen, Rosemary, Laurianne,
Lynne, Alan, Anna, Pauline, Terry and Bruce. Carol and Bruce were unable to make it at the last moment.

At this time of the year it is always great to get away to the cooler climate of Katoomba
for the Blue Mountains Music Festival. Apart from the music there is just so much to
see and do.
On Thursday ten of us met up the National Trust’s Norman Lindsay Gallery in
Springwood at about 10.00am for morning tea and for some a tour of the home and
the fabulous art, etchings, sculptures and model ships created by Norman Lindsay.
Outside he had created a most interesting garden adorned with large sculptures and
complete with a sunken pool down in the bush.
Later, we headed to the Conservation Hut at Wentworth Falls for lunch and short
walks along the bush tracks and thence onto our accommodation in Katoomba – this
year we had booked two Air B&Bs and two dormitories at the YHA. Anna and Pauline
elected to camp at the nearby Katoomba Campground. We arranged to meet up at
5.00pm at the Old Bank Bar which is part of the Carrington Hotel at the top of
Katoomba Street for a drink and to consider our options for dinner. It was an easy
Just one of the many almost
life size sculptures in the lovely decision to walk upstairs to the restaurant above which was able to fit us all in and
gallery gardens
serve a very nice meal in a timely manner – recommended for next time for a large
group. The evening was finished off with a nightcap in front of the cheery fire of the Carrington Hotel Lounge.

We walked past the event location on Thursday night – everything looked perfect with the Big Tent set up and the recently
rebuilt Katoomba RSL and its 400 seat auditorium open for business

On Friday morning we met up in the foyer of the YHA to hear the devastating news that because of the Coronavirus
the music festival had been cancelled. Once over the disbelief we gathered ourselves into walking groups – one
heading to Blackheath and the ‘Grand Canyon’, another to the Leura Cascades to walk along the Federal Pass to the
base of the Scenic Railway, and another to check out the walks above and below the Scenic Railway – each of the
longer walks was about three hours duration. It was beautiful mountains weather. That evening we again met at the
Old Bank before taking over Popadino’s Restaurant across the road for some of its famous home style Italian cuisine.
Joe Roxin and his friend joined us for dinner.

We took over a corner of the Old Bank Bar to start the
weekend off and plan our walking options.
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On Saturday a combined group tackled the fabulous Centennial Glen Walk on the southern side of Blackheath. It
was suitably inclement with a very thick mist as we drove towards the start point. Some took the longer option and
continued along the Colliers Causeway to climb back through Porters Pass. Some of us took a shorter option and
headed down into Megalong Valley to savour the famous scones at its Tea House before the short rainforest walk of
the Arch Loop just off the road leading down into the valley.
With the continuing steady afternoon rain most of our group had by this time departed for Newcastle leaving only four
of us to enjoy some art galleries, the football at the new Katoomba RSL and another meal at Papadino’s. That evening
the YHA had the ‘Sharps and Flats’ performing in its lounge – so we did not miss out entirely.
Whilst it was very disappointing to miss the festival and the scheduled top acts of Kasey Chambers, John Butler,
White Top Mountaineers and Rhiannon Giddens we still had a great time with so many friends together. The walks
we tackled were solid enough to test our legs and are some of the best walks in the Blue Mountains. Whilst a number
of walking locations were closed because of the fires and the more recent torrential flood rains we saw little of the
damage we had heard about.
Thanks everyone for a top few days together – better luck next time
Report and photos by Bob.

Once below the escarpment the Centennial Glen walk passes below the Walls Ledge, a popular cliff face for rock
climbers. Further along we walked below a waterfall and elsewhere there were plenty of attractive dells to pause in.

Nine hundred steep steps or more descend from the Solitary Café to Fern Bower and the historic Leura Forest on the
Federal Pass. There were lovely views from the top of the walk and Lila Falls featured. The trip up in the Scenic Railway
was a highlight and as always was exciting
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Coolah Tops Car Camp – 17 to 20 March 2020
Walkers: Arthur (leader), Royce Pauline and others
Coolah Tops between Christmas to New Year was cancelled this year. We have
been going up there to enjoy the cooler weather and bushwalking and bike riding
for many years. It’s always been a great spot to camp at the Pines with pleasant
company too. Always visited by numerous kangaroos and sometimes we see a
powerful owl there too. Some years we have had over 30 participants but this year,
no we couldn’t go. We had planned and put it on the program, but it was not to be.
The summer just past was the worst time for bushfires. Such a loss of so many
places where we love to go walking.
However, Coolah Tops was one place that was spared. So, we thought it would be one place we could go in safety
away from the fires. Well that was the case right up until to two weeks before. Then all National Parks in NSW were
closed. So many of our National Parks employees were busy fighting fires and the last thing they wanted was campers
caught by fires or in any other form of trouble. Well we could understand that.
I had accepted that we would miss out this year. But then the rains came, the drought was broken in the west - well
certainly in some areas. Some of us were still hankering for our Coolah fix in summer, well I was. So, we decided to
go. Planning for a smaller group was put in place.
Next rumours were afoot of some disease, some virus, might again prevent us getting away. Oh No! not again. As we
left a great toilet paper shortage was beginning with strange happenings in the aisle of our local supermarket. When
I lifted a billy lid in my camping box and discovered that there was a roll of toilet paper, I had to accept that it was a
sign. Sounds like a good time to get away from 'civilization' armed with at least one roll.
Five of us met for a few days at the Pines at Coolah Tops on the 17 March. Days were fine and pleasant several bike
rides and walks were undertaken. We visited Bunderra Lookout for happy hour admiring the view across the Liverpool
Plains green with scattered areas of ploughed paddocks where happier farmers were planting after the rains. This is
one view that never fails to impress. Yes, we had a fire each night and it was cooler than in mid-summer. It was cold
overnight, and we rose to Royce's temperature report of 4 degrees.

Brackens Hut was revisited. We checked out the machinery shed containing an old tractor at a house just outside the Park
gate, and we found an old sawmill boiler in the bush

We visited Brackens Hut again and found a motorbike rider in residence as you can rent the hut. We found a Walnut
tree in fruit there. There is an original orchard at an isolated farmhouse before the national park. A few years ago, Ali
Jalayer went up with us and he was able to identify most of the fruit trees. Beside the Walnut there is at least one of
Apple, Pear, Cherry and Almond trees. Still you would have to be there at the right time of beat the birds or the
possums.
Just outside the Park via a back gate is also a locked house obviously used occasionally when they are working in
the area with more fruit trees, a small shearing shed, and a machinery shed. We did climb the gate to look but not
touch anything there. Looking through the window we spied some full bottles of Corona and half a carton of toilet
paper. Very appropriate for the times. An enjoyable time away prior to being confined to the house as the dreaded
virus keeps us indoors.
Report and photos by Arthur
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Whale Watching, Foster, NSW – 20 June 2020

Jackie, Val, David and Robert in whale and dolphin watching gear

Photo by Cheryl

Birdie Beach to Catherine Hill Bay, Munmorah Conservation Area - 14 March 2020
Walkers: Nick (leader) and five Ramblers

Nick took us for a terrific walk today from Birdie beach to Catherine Hill Bay. We had blue skies
and sunshine followed by strong winds and rain. We walked on rock shelves and sand, did
some rock hoping and bush bashing. We had to crawl through some parts but that was where
Mary found the beautiful python, so well worth it. To top it all off we had to run between the
waves crashing on the rocks as we neared the end. Heaps of fun and great company.

Note by Dawn

Green Point Breakfast Walk – 15 March 2020

Ten of us set off on a surprisingly windy and partly overcast loop of Green Point before heading
to the Hairy Lime for breakfast.
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Sugarloaf Circuit – 16 May 2020
Walkers: Angela (leader), Alan, Dawn, Sue and Kate
Exciting times being back in the trails with the Ramblers! Six walkers met up at Sugarloaf car park and started a
couple of kilometres further along the trail. It was a tough walk (for me at least) with a steep decline on a single track,
then a 373m ascent up a spur over a very under-used track. When we made it to the top, we passed a memorial of a
policeman who was shot dead many decades ago. From there it was about 20min back to the vehicles, where we
then drove back to Sugarloaf carpark for lunch and the spectacular view it provides. Many thanks to Angela for hosting
today’s outing.
Note and photos by Jackie

Spectacular views west from Mt Sugarloaf Lookout whilst practicing social distancing. Engravings near the policeman’s
memorial

The Bathers Way, Merewether to the Breakwater and Return - 27 May 2020
Walkers: Alan (leader) and 9 Ramblers
It does not matter how many time you do this walk, it is always an interesting 11km three to four hour walk (depending
on how long it takes for coffee along the way). We kicked off at 8.00am from Merewether Baths to return at about
12.30pm. A few dolphins were spotted, but no whales, and we waited at the end of the breakwater to observe a coal
ship being escorted into the harbour. Weather was pleasant and sunny and the company and conversation with fellow
members terrific. Thanks Alan for reorganising and substituting for your originally planned walk to Dudley Beach.
Note and photos by Bob

There are a lot of interesting things to see along the Breakwater. Our group above the Bogie Hole watches as huge
seas pound the rock shelf below.
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Peter Remembers Kokoda 2005
Memories. Well, actually it was in 2005 that I set off with my younger brother David, to Papua New Guinea to walk
the famous Kokoda Trail. It was one of the most memorable walks that either of us has done.
The history of Kokoda is etched in the Australian psyche, and for us it was a revisit to the folklore that we inherited
from our father’s involvement in the Second World War. In Ramblers’ terms, the walk is a Grade 4 as it is all on tracks,
but the trail is quite rugged and about 96kms long over ten days. We went from Owers Corner in the south, across
the Mt Bellamy Ranges at about 1840m altitude to Kokoda, and then on to Buna on the north coast. Using the excellent
Trail guide we assessed the total ascents at 5,000m and the total descents at 5,250m. (Owers Corner is at 250m so
we had an overall downhill advantage – it was hard to detect.) Our group had 14 walkers and about 20 porters,
including a cook, and we had an excellent ex-army guide to give us the historical commentary. The walk was in July
and we were fortunate to have mostly fine weather. Here is a brief overview of the experience.

The Bomana War cemetery north of Port Moresby contains the graves of those who died in the fighting in the former
Territory of Papua and on Bougainville Island. The remains of 3,824 Commonwealth soldiers (699 of them
unidentified) including over 600 Indian soldiers are buried at the cemetery, which is very well maintained by the
Commonwealth War Graves Commission.
Boots off and roll up the shorts. The first creek crossing at Goldie Creek. This was in the dry season!
There were very few other walkers on the trail, but we did encounter some ultra fit PNG soldiers who thundered past
us on a fitness run. The record for running the Trail is 16 hours 44 minutes. Whew!

The Trail is an active walkway for local people and goes through many tribal areas and villages. Our porters were
chosen from across the length of the Trail so there would be a local person at every stage. Here the ‘local’ porter is
talking to a tribesman (carrying his machete) while the woman carries the burden. It was great to be able to see the
country in such a direct way.
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Naoro Guesthaus provided shelter for the night and featured a thatched roof and a raised sleeping platform. Very
comfortable, it had been a hard day and we were absolutely knackered. In the approaches to villages there were fruit
trees, vegetable gardens and piggeries. Chickens ran free and villages were usually cleared of vegetation and were
very clean.

Naoro Village, home to about 30 families plus those in the surrounding district, high in the hills, cool weather and
fabulous views. The current Trail has been re-aligned in places since the wartime days to provide better access for
the people. Here it goes straight down the middle of Naoro village.
Creek crossings ranged from a few logs, to a few logs with a rope or vine railing. In the wet season a lot of water
cascades down the creeks and many bridges are washed out. Simple log crossings are easy to replace. Here a local
Meri woman carries produce across the bridge. In other places the rivers were wider, and we took off boots and
waded across. The country is very rugged and the jungle is very dense.

The airstrip at Minari. Planes wend their way between the hills up the valley and land in the uphill direction.
After unloading freight and passengers, planes take off after a full throttle downhill run. Light planes and helicopters
are in steady use in PNG. Medical evacuations for trekkers are expensive.
Brigade Hill. The Trail runs along a narrow col between hills, with the land falling very steeply on each side. Here we
get a briefing on the fierce battle in 1942 where Japanese forces climbed the hills and attacked the brigade
headquarters.
The battle was a turning point in the campaign with the Australian forces then on the offensive against the retreating
Japanese army all the way back to the north coast of PNG.
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Surgeons Rock. This flat rock was used as an operating table where Australian casualties from the battle field were
triaged for battle wounds, amputations and other first aid and then told to go with your mate and ‘walk to Moresby if
you want to survive – about 90kms south.’
In addition to combat wounds, soldiers suffered from malaria, dysentery and poor nutrition.
The war memorial at Isurava. In August 1942 the Australian infantry, driven out of Kokoda, fought the first major
battle against the Japanese at Isurava before being forced to make a fighting withdrawal. The four pillars are engraved
with the words Courage Endurance Mateship Survival. It is a magnificent memorial and the site of Anzac day
ceremonies.

Kokoda Village. After 96 kms and ten days trekking, the end of the Trail, a bit like getting a photo at a Trig Point, but
with a greater sense of achievement.
From here the group split up, some catching a flight back to Port Moresby. We went on to Popendetta and then by
local truck to visit the north coast areas of Buna, Sanananda and Gona where remnants of war time activities were
still quite evident – old airfields, wrecked planes, sunken barges and abandoned military equipment.
Report and photos by Peter, April 2020
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Covid 19 - Virtual Weekend Activities – April 2020

(l) Another successful car camp this weekend, at Booti Booti National Park. Happy hour this evening involved 20 people at
times. The weather was a bit cloudy, but there were many silver linings! Thanks to everyone for coming.
(r) Another pleasant happy hour this weekend at a nomad camp near Shiraz in Iran. 15 people attended, some in
traditional dress. Some time was spent talking about our friend Ali and our adventures in Iran. There was also a
bushwalking trivia quiz which was won by Melissa & Lyndon and Margaret with 15 points each. Next weekend's car camp
will be at Mt Kaputar. Bring your winter woollies!

Ingrid’s Greta Backpack – April 2020

We were going to go on a backyard backpack tonight,
then thought " bugger it " we will take the van. Found
a nice spot with water views. Best wishes to all our
great friends.
Ingrid and Malcolm

Col’s Anzac Day – 25 April 2020

Quiet reflection this morning with
no Nobbys Dawn Service. I
paddled 11km from, 6.30 to 9am.
Col

Dees Corner to Brambles Green Return – 6 June 2020
Walkers: Alan (leader) and 7 Ramblers

Morning tea at a deserted Tamboi Point, negotiating the very slippery wet boardwalks, and reflections in the surrounding
wetlands. Photos by Jenni on her first walk back after 13 weeks.
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Midweek Diamond Head Car Camp, Crowdy Bay NP – 26 to 29 March 2019
Campers: Roz (leader), Shayne, Pauline, Neil & Gail, Jill, Maureen, Malcolm, Ingrid, Jenny, Royce, Lynne, Lindsay, Bruce,
plus two guests - friends of Lynne and Lindsay.
Diamond Head is a spectacular, rugged scenic headland on the mid north
coast of NSW, in the northern part of Crowdy Bay National Park. The
coastal national park extends from Laurieton in the north to Harrington in
the south, between Port Macquarie and Taree. The Diamond Head
camping area lies at the foot of Diamond Head behind the southern end
of Dunbogan Beach, a beautiful surfing spot.

Neil, Bruce, Maureen, Jill, Malcolm, Shayne,
Ingrid, Gail and Jenny at the start of the
Diamond Head walk.

The distance from Newcastle is 200 to 225km, depending on your route.
The shorter way via Moorland has 15km of unsealed road. Just before we
left, Peter Rye had recently driven along this road and told us it was badly
corrugated and had large potholes. He recommended we go via Kew,
Laurieton and Dunbogan, with only 5km of dirt but a longer route. Before
we departed on our return journey, NPWS informed us that the Moorland
road had just been graded, so most people travelled home that way.

Ramblers occupied the north-eastern corner of the camping area in a
collection of small tents, camper trailers, campervans and caravans.
Everyone had to book their own campsite online with NPWS and choose a site on the campground map. The camping area
is a perfect base for scenic coastal walks, surfing, swimming, fishing and relaxing. It has picnic tables, a BBQ, and an
amenity block with flush toilets and cold showers. The onsite NPWS office sells ice and firewood.
We were blessed with fine, warm and calm weather. We walked in the cooler mornings and swam, surfed or fished in the
30 degrees C+ afternoons, followed by a cold shower and happy hour.
Tuesday. Ramblers trickled into the camp during the day, many had attended Bob Cox’s funeral at 11am in Newcastle.
After setting up camp some walked along the beach and had a surf, before happy hour at 5pm. Shayne caught a lovely
flathead from the beach and cooked it for dinner.
Wednesday. In the morning we walked a beautiful 6km loop anticlockwise around Diamond Head from the camp. We walked
up the Forest Track through shady coastal rainforest to Indian Head camping area and Kylie’s Hut.
The timber hut was built in the 1940s as a writing retreat for Australian author Kylie Tennant, by Ernie Metcalf, local bushman,
farmer and returned soldier from WW1 and her father. Kylie lived in Laurieton with her school master husband from 1941 to
1953, and befriended Ernie who lived on Diamond Head. She bought a section of land from him for her hut and worked
there after WW2. Ernie brought the great 5cm thick mahogany slabs, which formed the outer walls, from an old barn. Kylie
donated her hut and its land to Crowdy Bay NP in 1976. NPWS moved the hut to its present location and restored it in 1980.
It is an important cultural site. Kylie wrote the book ‘The Man on the Headland’ about Ernie Metcalf and Diamond Head
(1971), which I read after the car camp. It is a very interesting story of an amazing character and life in the area prior to the
national park. Sadly, in November 2019 an incredibly fierce bushfire raged through the area destroying Kylie’s Hut and 84%
of Crowdy Bay NP.

Left - The original Kylie’s Hut (Camden Haven Historical Society). Right – The restored Kylie’s Hut which was destroyed in
the November bushfires along with precious coastal rainforest.
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From the hut, we followed Metcalfes Walk to Kylies Beach Camping Area and down onto Kylies Beach. A large isolated
outcrop of sandstone on the beach caught our eye. It displays beautiful circular rust-coloured rings of iron staining, fine
examples of Liesegang rings. The concentric layers are formed by precipitation of iron oxide from groundwater, generally
sub-parallel to cracks in the rock. The rock has tiny interconnected holes that allow groundwater to flow through it. Repeated
heating and cooling of the rock at or near the ground surface allows iron-rich groundwater to move through individual cracked
blocks of rock, drawn by evaporation on the edges of the blocks. As the water evaporates it becomes chemically saturated
in iron oxide, which is deposited as a layer within the rock. Repeated cycles of evaporation and replenishment eventually
form prominent iron oxide bands.
Pauline, who had arrived on Monday and wandered over the headland, pointed out the steep Gliders Track at the northern
end of the beach. She had watched learner paragliders scrambling up there with their gear to Kylies Lookout and jumping
off. So, we climbed up the track for morning tea at the top. Here we took in extensive coastal views of Kylies Beach and
Crowdy Bay to Crowdy Head.
We then walked northwards on the Headland Track to spectacular views of the rugged rocky cliffs. They are made of a
series of pale-yellow rhyolite lavas, erupted from a nearby volcano about 220 million years ago. Soon after eruption hot
water containing minerals seeped through the lavas, depositing extra quartz which made them harder and more resistant to
erosion. What about diamonds? The altered rhyolite contains small, clear, perfectly formed quartz crystals that sparkle like
diamonds in the sun! Hence the name Diamond Head.
A short side track took us to a fantastic Natural Arch of rhyolite. Wave erosion and undermining along a weak zone in the
rhyolite, such as a fault, fracture or dyke created the rock arch. As waves gradually eroded away the softer rock, a cave
formed at wave height was then undermined, resulting in the eventual collapse of sections of roof, leaving the arch. As we
walked along the undulating track towards Diamond Head trig we admired spectacular chasms, caves and another arch in
the dissected rocky shoreline below.

Left - Sea cliff and cave in sandstone and conglomerate, Kattang. Middle - Natural Arch of rhyolite, Diamond Head.
Right - Camden Haven River mouth from Kattang NR.
There was no view from Diamond Head trig at 114m due to tall banksias and other native shrubs. But the track then turned
west and downhill over heath, giving expansive views of Dunbogan Beach, Perpendicular Point and The Brothers.
The Brothers are three prominent hills, North Brother to the north looming over Laurieton, Middle Brother to the west and
South Brother to the southwest. They are erosion-resistant granitic to dioritic intrusions through softer, older sedimentary
rocks. Sedimentary rock layers that originally encased and overlay the intrusions have since been eroded away to leave the
harder rocks standing as hills. North and Middle Brothers were intruded about 212 million years ago and South Brother
about 120 million years ago. All intrusions occurred long after the Diamond Head rhyolite lavas were erupted, so they were
not the source of the lavas.
We returned to camp for lunch and spent the afternoon at the beach or relaxing at camp. Shayne caught a nice large bream
from the beach in the late afternoon and cooked it on the BBQ for dinner.
Thursday. In the morning we drove through Dunbogan village to Kattang Nature Reserve, on the southern headland of the
Camden Haven River mouth. The reserve has a network of tracks through coastal forest with many great coastal views. We
walked out along the main track to Perpendicular Point, stopping at lookouts to the north and ridge top views to the south.
On the way back we took the sidetracks off to the south, for fantastic cliff views from Fishermans Bluff, Pebbly Beach,
Charles Hamey and Dunbogan lookouts. We returned to the start via the Flower Bowl Circuit, walking a total of 6km. The
multi-coloured rocks making up the headland are layers of river sediments: pebble conglomerate, sandstone, and red
claystone. A shallow syncline (downfold) in the layers can be seen on Perpendicular Point. The sedimentary rocks underlie
the Diamond Head rhyolite.
We enjoyed a variety of fresh seafood for lunch at Laurieton Seafoods by the river, and Jenny Bourke celebrated her 55 th
birthday. After lunch Malcolm, Ingrid, Lynne, Lindsay, Bruce, Shayne and Roz drove up to the top of North Brother, elevation
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490m, where it was a pleasant 23 degrees, over 7 degrees cooler than at sea level. The hill is protected as Dooragan NP.
Several lookouts give extensive coastal and rural views. There is also a short rainforest loop walk. The Laurieton Walking
Track, starting at the base of the hill at the end of Laurie St, winds steeply up through forest to the summit for 3km. This is
a walk for a cooler time. We headed back to camp for an afternoon swim.

Banksias were in flower.

Liesegang rings in sandstone at Kylies Beach.

Raindrops on leaves

Friday. We packed up camp in the morning and drove home. A few campers had departed on Thursday for various
commitments.
It was a very enjoyable camp with magnificent weather in a beautiful coastal setting and great company. There are so many
more interesting places to visit here. I hope to organise another camp when the bush has regenerated from the fire, tracks
are reopened, infrastructure repaired, and camping is deemed safe by NPWS.
Report by Roz.

Photos by Roz and Shayne, unless otherwise stated.

Glenrock Circuit – 17 May 2020
Walkers: Nick (leader), Lynne, Jeanette, Anne, Joe and Sam
Six Ramblers had a good walk at Glenrock this morning. The
weather was perfect. Starting at Merewether Baths, we headed
south along Burwood Beach. When we got to the lagoon, it had
recently burst and still had a good flow of water running out of it. I
had never seen the lagoon empty before, and it was a new sight
for some of us. After removing shoes and crossing the flow, we
then proceeded past the scout camp before making a brief visit to
the small interesting area called Glenrock Chapel. Then up and
down the hill to arrive at the lagoon lookout. Next, up to gun club
road via some more tracks before making our way back down to the beach via another scenic track for morning tea.
It was a fun 10km loop with a good array of scenery.
Note and photo by Nick

Yacaaba Circuit – 19 May 2020
Walkers: Bob (leader), Alan, Sam, Lynne, Juta, Bob and Fran, Malcolm and Ingrid

Just a glorious day to walk ten kilometres and climb Yacabba and take in the views before returning via Jimmy’s Beach.
We spotted a Dingo on Bennett’s Beach. The Bakery at Tea Gardens was a good spot to pick up some lunch to eat across
the road on the waterfront.
Photos by Lynne
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Georges Road and Environs, Watagan NP - 22 May 2020
Walkers: Graeme (leader), Alan, Angela, Dale, and Bruce.
This was a short and pleasant walk taking in some impressive scenery around
Georges Road in the Watagans. We ascended Heaton Road from where the tar
ends and even though it was heavily overcast and a refreshing 10°C we soon
peeled off the extra layers. As we climbed good views opened to the north.
After joining Georges Road, it was followed for about 700m then we followed a 4wd
track off to the right. This took us to a beautiful open forest above an unnamed creek
and a small cliff line and gorge. By walking upstream, a short distance the creek was
crossed easily then an easy climb south took us back to Georges Road. This was
unknown terrain yet luckily it was easy going on nice ground cover and through
extensive stands of large grass trees.
We followed Georges Road west for a short distance before taking a faint side road,
this time to the south. When the track ended, we continued to another stand of grass
trees and mossy rocks above the northern arm of Congewoi Creek. We replaced
some kilojoules and then with the sun back lighting the massive gums we returned
to the start along Georges and Heaton Roads. 9km were walked.
Report and photo by Graeme

Jew Boys Cave, Stockington SCA – 23 May 2020
Walkers: Barry (leader) and five Ramblers

One of the Richmond Vale Tunnels, Burrenjim Dam Wall and inside Jew Boys Cave

Mt Sugarloaf Circuit – 17 June 2020
Walkers: Jenni (leader), Lynne, Bob, Peter, Jenny, and Dale
My first walk leading for 2019. Five wonderful Ramblers joined me to walk
the Blue Gum Trail at Mt Sugarloaf. It was a beautiful morning with a clear
sunny sky which turned grey after we completed the 3.5hr walk including
morning tea with magnificent 360°views. All up about 8km
Note and photo by Jenni

,
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Redhead Lagoon – 30 May 2020
Walkers: Barry (leader) and nine Ramblers

Quorrobolong Trig, Watagan NP – 10 June 2020
Walkers: Nick (leader), Alan, Angela and Frank
Given the wet weather, I rescheduled my planned walk in Reedy Creek to an
easier walk location within Watagans National Park. After meeting up at
Edgeworth Maccas for a quick coffee and trip plan review four Ramblers made
our way to Georges Road and parked our two vehicles after turning off Watagan
Creek Road.
While driving, some blue sky was teasingly appearing but once on location the
cloud had set back in and a very light misty rain persisted. After donning wet
weather gear, we set off for Quorrobolong Trig. A pleasant chorus of multiple
Lyre Birds in song broke the silence, as despite the rain the air was still and
calming. The birds were obviously enjoying the conditions.
Cloud and mist precluded the views for
Frank and Alan

A short distance along Georges Road we climbed over a locked gate and
followed a good track to the north that leads to a small private land holding on
the edge of the national park. After about 300m we left the road and headed
westward off-track towards a creek then a short distance later we went northwards again to follow the national park boundary
thereby skirting the private holding. The off-track section was quite easy going with some weaving over and through vines.
The remnants of an old track were periodically evident along the way.
Once back atop the ridge we were back on the good track leading to Quorrobolong Trig. We arrived there to enjoy a brief
rest and snack. Cloud and mist precluded any views unfortunately, but the existence of an old timber chair and the trig itself
made the area interesting. From the trig location we progressed south above the cliff edge. This led us to the top of a steep
SW leading spur, which on a nice day would afford terrific views we imagined.
After back tracking a little we headed east, remaining high on the northern side of the creek we had approached earlier.
Once back at the private property boundary we proceeded south to cross the creek which despite the rain was dry on
account of its limited catchment here. Then we climbed a gentle spur to meet an unnamed track leading off Georges Road
where the remains of two old vehicles reside, long since abandoned. A short walk back down Georges Road and we were
back at our cars, with the rain now starting to increase in intensity.
An enjoyable 5.5km circuit.

Report by Nick
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Day Walk to Tin City, Worimi NP and Conservation Lands – 2 June 2020
Walkers: Bob (leader), Nick, Sylvia, Sam, Lynne, Margrid, Anna, Ingrid, and Malcolm

Our group arriving at Tin City from the south at about midday. Along the way we had passed many Aboriginal shell
middens and freshwater wetlands behind the frontal dunes.

A lot has changed since I walked this longer circular route to Tin City with Karl Cwach in July 2010. From the locked
gate of Boyces Trail on Nelson Bay Road we followed the Easement Trail west before diverting along the Tank Trail
for 1.5 km. At this point a huge sand quarry has been developed and taken over the bushland. This had us a bit tricked
– we diverted across the quarry to where we thought we might find the continuation of the trail and after climbing the
steep face of the sand quarry we found a boundary trail which led to the continuation of the Tank Trail south through
beautiful natural coastal forest. For about a kilometre of the trail we walked parallel to a line of WW2 tank traps (hence
the name of the trail) – part of a serious installation for the defence of Newcastle known as the ‘The Northern Line’
and established in 1942.
We paused for morning tea after the steep sand scramble from bush onto the magnificent dune system, sheltering
behind some remnant shrubs. It was cold and wintery for the second day of Winter with a hint of rain from to time –
we were well rugged up. To reach the City for an early lunch beneath one of the hut verandas we crossed the dunes
to the ocean and then walked about 2 km along the windswept beach. It was low tide and we saw two vehicles only.
To return we walked SW directly across the dunes to the start of the Boyces Trail, and thence 1.5km to the cars.
Boyces Trail has been upgraded recently and a sizeable car park created at the base of the dune system. I’m not
sure why. All up we walked 11km, starting at 8.30am and returning at 1.00pm. Just a great walk in wintertime weather
conditions with a great bunch of Ramblers. Thanks everyone.
Report by Bob

Photos by Bob and Lynne.

Sam, Ingrid, Sylvia and Malcom suitably dressed for the arctic conditions. A large sand quarry now intersects the Tank
Trail (we had inadvertanly entred a Permisive Occupancy for sand extraction). One of many hundreds of trank traps
running north south along the Tank Trail.
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Lunch in the protection of one of the huts.
‘Man wrestles with shark – man wins – he had him by the tail’ Sam.
The steep descent from the dunes to the Boyces Trail head.
Tin City, a group of eleven huts located behind the frontal dunes, dates to the late 1940s or 1950s and is linked to the
history of recreational fishing of Stockton Beach. Most huts were constructed during the 1970s and 1980s. The oldest
surviving hut was built in December 1970, with the youngest built in 1992. The site and use of the huts by their owners
continue by agreement with the Worimi Council Lands (WCL) and have become a local tourist destination. The City
together with the surrounding dune system is a much sought out location for motion film productions.

A relatively intact line of tank traps occur in what is thought to be their original location along Tank Trail. Tank traps were
put in place at a number of locations along Stockton Bight to deter shore invasions during WW2 and form part of the
Northern Defence Line established in 1942 to protect Newcastle. The Line was manned principally by infantry including
heavy and light anti-aircraft artillery, with coastal batteries at Fort Wallace, Stockton and Fort Scratchley, Newcastle.

Strockington SCA – June 2020
Walkers: David (leader), and 7 Ramblers
"Leaders always lie" is a phrase you hear often in bushwalking clubs.
I have to apologise to the other 7 people on the walk today. Firstly, I
said it would only be about 8km, but it was actually over 15km. Not
entirely my fault though, because when I suggested going down to the
mine building site, they all agreed immediately. The second was the
weather. I had promised rain and cold, but instead it was a lovely
sunny day with barely a cloud to be seen! In fact, much of the area
seems not to have seen any rain for days.
So we set off from the northern entrance and followed the fire trail to
the old quarry where Col pointed out a relative's house at Boolaroo.
Down the western side, we entered the quarry and had morning tea
next to the big pool. Carrying on downhill we arrived at the explosive
bunkers built in 1922, then followed the old railway line downstream.
By this stage, it seemed sensible to visit Jew Boys Cave and Burrenjim
Dam for lunch. Surprisingly, there were hordes of people bushwalking in the area. It seemed the fine weather had brought
out the ratbags. Four-wheel drives and motor bikes persecuted us on the way back to the cars. At the cars we enjoyed a
cuppa before heading home.
Kate checks out the detonator magazine and
Dawn and Margaret about to negotiate one of the
Richmond Vale Tunnels

Report by David
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Eraring Foreshore Walk and Paddle Combo – 31 May 2020
Walkers – Therese (leader), and five Ramblers
You couldn't find better walking weather than today! Brilliant day out following the Eraring
foreshore, passing some magnificent homes. A lot of fisherman out and about, particularly near
the Eraring outlet. Col also organised a kayak outing with two companions, catching up at
morning tea. About 10km over 4hours. Many thanks to Therese for organising a great day out.

Therese with the
starters gun

Locations along the way and the discharge canal of Eraring Power Station
Paddlers – Col (leader),
From the paddlers perspective it was a 16km paddle from Myuna Bay, to Wangi Inlet, to
Eraring, Dora Creek, and Lake Eraring today with beautiful scenery, lots of fish and birds, two
turtles and a sea-eagle. Great company too.
Thanks, Therese for sowing the seed.
Posts by Jackie and Col.

Col enjoys a reward

Photos by Jackie, Col, and Kate

Vale Stan Madden 1927 to 2020
Stan with his wife Dawn joined the Ramblers in 1989 and participated in most aspects of the
Club for many years. Stan started off with the Sydney Bushwalkers when he was a teenager,
and bushwalking was always a major part of his life. He was one of the legendary Tiger
Walkers, a group of Sydney Bushwalkers who explored much of the Blue Mountains and found
many of the routes we still use today.
We enjoyed Stans company on extended walks, day walks and gourmet backpacks. He was
always a gentleman, very fit and very capable in the bush, knowing where he was always
(without a compass). His signature attire included Tiger sandshoes rather than leather boots
(a strategy Peter Rye adopted), King Gee shirt and Stubbie shorts.
Around the campfire Stan would keep us entertained with his exciting stories of his early days
and he introduced us to the benefits of green ginger wine which he carried on walks and would
generously offer around. For many years, the Club regularly enjoyed Stan and Dawn’s
hospitality camping at their farm in Bouddi NP. In later years Stan and Joan Robinson (a life
member) met up each week somewhere in the Central Coast for morning tea and a bushwalk – a practice which continued
for both well into their eighties.
Stan and Dawn were members of the Hunter Valley Amateur Geological Society touring with them regularly to interesting
locations in NSW and other states.
More recently Stan had suffered from dementia and after a fall died in hospital on Friday 19 June 2020 at the age of 93.
About twenty Ramblers gathered at a commemorative service on Putty Beach Reserve to reflect on his life. Stan was a
legend and his stories will live on in our memories. We thank him for the many wonderful years of walking and his company.
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Yellow Billy’s Cave – 13 June 2020
Walkers: Lynne and David (leaders), and 17 Ramblers.
The walk was originally planned to be two groups of ten each because
of social distancing rules but was able to be combined on the day
following the announcement that groups of up to 20 could participate.
Obviously, it was a fantastic walk with great photographs taken of
everybody involved by Jackie, Col, and Kate.

David spots a microbat inside Yellow Billy’s Cave
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My Favourite Tasmanian Day Walks by Philippa - February and March 2020
John and I recently had the good fortune to spend almost seven weeks touring
Tasmania with our camper trailer accompanied by another couple with more-or-less
the same rig. As we had all visited the big-ticket tourist locations before, our itinerary
focussed on the roads less travelled and the camp sites less occupied by others. We
progressed in a clockwise direction from Devonport, and really only retraced our route
for the last kilometre back to the ferry terminal.
Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife Service’s “60 Great Short Walks” (available as a PDF)
was our bible.

COVID-19 closure of all tracks
in Tasmanian NPs

An unplanned retreat to Launceston for a trailer electrical problem gave us time to
explore the Tamar Island Wetlands which has a lovely visitor centre, board walks and
bird-hides – a twitcher’s perfect day out. Our day’s birdwatching was completed by a
visit to Narawntapu National Park on the north coast west of the Tamar Mouth. Here
the ongoing drought was very apparent, with the swamp and lagoon both completely
dry. There was an attractive camping area, including the luxury of powered sites in
this national park: almost empty when we visited in mid-February but likely to be very
popular at holiday times. Our next stroll was to Duck Reach in Cataract Gorge, with a
crossing of the historic Kings Bridge over the South Esk River.

Electrical problems sorted, we caught up with our travelling companions in Mount William National Park on the far
north-east coast. The climb to “Mount” William (216 metres) is an easy stroll through lovely forest to good views of
the nearby coast. Nearby there is a fire trail which leads to the shore with views to Cobler Rocks. Deep Creek
campground provided lovely sheltered sites near the beach, and we were visited by potoroos, pademelons and
wombats.

John on KIngs Bridge, Cataract Gorge. The advice on the sign at Deep Creek was true - we were wondering why the
slops bucket kept collapsing

Our next camp was at Dora Point in the Bay of Fires area. This camping area was busier as there were no camp fees
and it was closer to the metropolis of St Helen’s. It was interesting to note here and elsewhere that non-national park
campsites, which allow dogs, had almost no marsupials. Dora Point campsite had walking trails heading both north
and south along the shore for several kilometres so really was worth our several night stay. Inland from St Helens are
some lovely waterfalls: the famous St Columba Falls, where there is a short walk to the base of the falls, but the best
view is from the car park! Ralph Falls and Halls Falls can be visited on the same scenic drive and have shortish strolls
from their car parks. Despite the drought and water restrictions in eastern Tasmania the falls were still substantial. On
the same drive there are interesting industrial historic sites of the abandoned Anchor Tin Mine and the abandoned Mt
Paris dam.
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Dora Point, Bay of Fires

Departing Cloudy Corner camp via the beach access

We then moved on to Bruny Island where we camped at the iconic Cloudy Corner camp in South Bruny National Park.
Access to the camp involves a 3 km drive along Cloudy Bay beach to reach a remote spacious NP campground which
is also the starting point for the East Cloudy Head walk which climbs through the heath to give great views of the
island and the coast of the Tasmanian mainland as far as Mt Wellington. An encounter with a tiger snake was
compensated for by an encounter with an echidna and great sighting of a sea eagle. Whilst on Bruny Island we also
climbed to its highest point, Mount Mangana, an easy climb through beech and scoparia, walked to Cape Queen
Elizabeth and Bruny Island’s “signature” walk to Fluted Cape. The number and variety of walks on Bruny Island
warrants a stay of several days.
Hence to the deep south and end of the road, Cockle Creek in South West NP, eastern end of the South Coast Track
but also a good base for car camping with a day walk to South Cape Bay (the last leg of the SCT), and a good wet
weather excursion to Hastings Caves with the (not very) thermal pool and nearby short walk to Duckhole Lake, a
flooded sinkhole of the caves system – again an easy boardwalk stroll through stringybark forest and swamp.
Mount Field NP was next, with the obligatory low-altitude amble to Russell Falls, Horseshoe Falls and through
seriously giant forest. We then spent a wonderful day in the high-altitude area of Mount Field where we completed
the 15 km Tarn Shelf Circuit with about 600 metres ascent/descent to a maximum altitude of about 1200 metres.
There are many lovely tarns, a couple of quaint tarn-side huts and a ski field with what must be the world’s cheapest
lift tickets ($40 for a day pass). Track quality and signage was excellent, with quite a bit of boardwalk. A fascinating
day tour from Mt Field, requiring a key from the visitor centre, is to Growling Swallet (no I’m not making it up!), where
there are spectacular limestone formations with a stream plunging underground into the karst system. The walk to the
formation is very lush with some scrambling required for the best views.

Twilight Tarn Hut, Mount Field NP
An easy early section of the Port Davey Track - but don't be fooled!
Perhaps the best place to be during the pandemic...

My favourite Tasmanian camping site was at Edgar Dam on the shore of Lake Pedder. Whilst the huge storage lake
is gross compared to its namesake, it is wonderfully situated under Mt Anne and in sight of the Arthurs and within a
few kilometres of the start of the Port Davey Track, on which we spent a day hiking, which was more than enough for
the novelty of the mud to have worn off (or actually stuck on).
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From a base In Queenstown, another most enjoyable drive/walk was the Bird River Track to the long-abandoned
mining town of East Pillinger on the shore of Macquarie Harbour. The drive, then ~ 11 km return walk follows the line
of the old railway from Queenstown which was originally in competition with the railway to Strahan (now the West
Coast Wilderness Railway). There are still lots of ruins of boilers, brick kilns, jetties and railway cars to explore near
the water’s edge at the end of the track. The track is close to the Bird River for several kilometres which adds to the
beauty and interest.
Further up the west coast near Rosebery are the 104 metre Montezuma Falls, reached either by 4WD track from the
south or by a 9 km return walk along an old tramway, again through lush rainforest. There is a pedestrian suspension
bridge below the falls to allow foot access from the end of the 4WD track. This was closed after damage by tree fall
but access to the base of the falls was open.
Our last walk (in more than one sense) was in Rocky Cape NP on the Bass Strait coast between Smithton and Burnie.
When John and I got back to the start of this half-day return walk the track-head had been taped off, as all Tasmanian
NPs were by then completely closed as part of the state’s response to the pandemic. We had been so fortunate that
our trip, and particularly our access to national parks, had not been limited and that we had passage booked on the
next ferry home!
Report by Philippa

Easy Backpack to Baerami Creek and Reubens Knob – 23 and 24 June 2020
Walkers: Bob (leader), Jenni, Lynne, Margrid, Shayne Kerr and Peter
We met at Denman at 9.30am for morning tea and later headed off to drive up the 20km up Baerami Creek Road and
park at the Oil Shale Mine ruins. After a look around at the ruins we were off with our packs to walk 6km up Reubens
Trail and find a campsite for the night. All the creeks were flowing on this occasion and we had water just 200m further
up the trail.
For the rest of the afternoon we enjoyed a walk to the top of Reubens Trail for some fabulous views over Widden
Valley. This is the location that Nick and his group finished their Monandilla Ridge walk two weeks earlier before
descending west into Widden Valley to their parked car. We climbed a further 500m south along the ridge to find even
better viewing points and experience for ourselves the difficult walking conditions along this ridge. We took time to
admire the wonders of nature and the multitude of emerging grasses and shrubs and the colourful regrowth from
seemingly dead eucalypts.

We checked out the oil shale ruins and climbed further along the Monundilla Ridge for more views over Widden Valley

Back in camp by 4.00pm we settled into a lovely evening around a roaring campfire (long overdue) and plenty of
conversation and laughter.
Next morning, we packed and descended the trail to Reubens Creek for our 2km walk upstream to the base of
Reubens Knob. The anticipated clear animal pad along the side of the creek shaded below patches of rainforest had
been obliterated by the recent bushfires and taken over by vigorous regrowth - instead we were forced to rock hop
both up and our return down the creek. We rested for morning tea before the steep 150m climb over basalt scree to
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the Knob only to be greeted by a paddock full of ‘Farmers Friends’ – those with wool are still picking them from their
clothing. On top it was interested to see that several Kurrajongs had been unaffected by the fires.

Lynne rock hops fire affected Reubens Creek There were many symbols of the 2020 Wollomi megafire along the ridgeline.
We enjoyed great company around our campfire. Peter climbs towards the top of Reubens Knob a basalt cap to be
welcomed by the thickest infestation of ‘Farmers Friends’ we have seen.

We descended south west from the top and then west to return to Reubens Creek for lunch shortly afterwards. The
return downstream and along the trail to the cars took about two hours and we arrived back in Denman just before
4.00pm – alas too late, all the coffee shops were shut.
The weather was cloudy and cool on Tuesday, and sunny and warm on Wednesday. All up we walked about 25km
over the two days. Pity the bushland had been burn out, but interesting just the same to see in that state and the
recovery occurring.
Thanks everyone for your great company
Report by Bob

Photos by Bob and Jenni

Mt Alum, Buladelah – 21 June 2020
Walkers: Alan (leader) and six Ramblers

Despite the threatened showers, seven Ramblers drove themselves to Buladelah for a three hour walk on Buladelah
(Alum) Mountain. We visited the lookouts at both the Northern and Southern ends and inspected the old mine workings.
There were a couple of showers, so it was handy to have an umbrella. After the walk, we visited the Park at the bottom of
the mountain for lunch, as well as checking out the various exhibits.
Note and photos by Alan
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Natural Arch, Doyles Creek - Memories from February 1985

Recently the Club received a collection of photographs taken by Garry when he belonged to the Ramblers in the early 80s.
Two of the photos are of a day walk up Doyles Creek to the Natural Arch. The walk appeared on the early 1985 Walks
Program. Longer standing members will recognise a number of the participants.

Sunset Park to Mallabulla and Return, Tanilba Bay – 27 June 2020
Walkers: David (leader) and six Ramblers

Photos by Jenni
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